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Introduction

- Arab Integrated Water Resources Management Network (AWARENET)

- A regional network of research and training institutes from Arab Countries, working on Integrated Water Resources Management.

- Established in March 2002 (ESCWA-BGR Cooperation)

- AWARENET currently has over 200 members from over 80 leading water related institutions and water ministries in 19 Arab Countries.
Network partner of Cap-Net, UNDP
Activities

- **Contribution to RICCAR**: by participating in the EGMs, Regional workshops and by serving on the vulnerability assessment working group.

- **Contribution to UNDA project**: members will be invited to contribute to the UNDA project, “Developing the capacities of Arab Countries for climate change adaptation by applying IWRM tools”

- **Training**: AWARENET members are selected to participate in various TOTs workshops organized by AWARENET or by sister networks and CAP-NET. Currently, in partnership with UNEP and GIZ, AWARENET is planning to organize a ToT workshop on ecosystem this year.

- **Information**: news for related international and regional events, and job opportunities are circulated to members.
Thank you!

For more information, please visit: